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Abstract
In this paper, a velocity control system for industrial overhead cranes based on a Model Predictive Control approach is
proposed. The problem of the control of the operator-in-the-loop system is addressed, as the operator drives the system pushing
a button while the control algorithm drives the cart reducing the oscillations of the load. An inner velocity control loop is used
in order to overcome some of the problems of controlling the system by using directly the torque of the motor as a control
variable. Simulations show the effectiveness of the approach, in particular in the presence of friction.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Due to their simple design, overhead cranes are the most widespread material handling systems in industry. The presence
of persistent payload oscillations during and after the movement, due to the very low damping ratios, makes the manual
control difficult, decreasing the accuracy and increasing the overall positioning time. Being underactuated systems, the control
of overhead cranes has raised increasing interest in both research and industrial fields in the last thirty years [1], [2]. The
main target is the reduction of positioning errors and travelling time in order to increase the productivity and reduce the
safety hazard related to the presence of oscillatory heavy loads [3], [4].
In the last decades, several control techniques have been proposed for the control of overhead cranes. They can be roughly
classified as open-loop or closed-loop techniques. Open-loop strategies are the most used by far. Their main advantage is
that they do not need the presence of sensors measuring the state of the crane (nominally, the payload sway angle). This is
an important plus considering that these sensors are usually not present in standard industrial cranes. Moreover, open-loop
techniques are based on the model of the process to be controlled, and, given that, a fairly accurate model of an overhead
crane is easy to obtain, guaranteeing performance that are enough for most of the industrial applications where overhead
cranes are involved. Some of these open-loop techniques are based on optimal control algorithms as in [5], [6]. Furthermore,
input-output inversion technique has been proposed for the residual oscillation reduction [7]–[9]. Input-output inversion
consists in the inversion of the transfer function linking the input of the system (e.g., the force acting on the cart or the
velocity of the cart itself) and the output variable of the overhead crane model (usually the velocity/position of the payload).
By defining a payload trajectory with given differentiability properties, the output can be computed according to the inverted
transfer function. Actually, input shaping techniques [10] are the most widely used in the industrial field for the open-loop
control of overhead cranes mainly for two reasons: their ease of implementation on off-the-shelf industrial components and
the lack of the need of an accurate model of the system. As a matter of fact, they only rely on the knowledge of the
oscillating modes of the system. The aforementioned strategies have also been proposed for the control of overhead cranes
with significant double-pendulum dynamics [11]–[13].
Conversely, closed-loop techniques are less diffused in the control of industrial overhead cranes because they require
sensors to measure the oscillations of the payload. Furthermore, these strategies require ad-hoc hardware in addition to
standard industrial crane layouts. On the other hand, closed-loop techniques guarantee an increased degree of robustness
with respect to open-loop ones, and the decreasing cost of plug-and-play sensors justifies the increasing interest in their use
[14].
In the past years, a number of different closed-loop techniques have been proposed for the control of overhead cranes. For
example, adaptive controllers have been devised in [15]–[18], while fuzzy control has been proposed in [19], [20]. Linear
and nonlinear techniques have been applied in order to solve the problem of the oscillation of the payload in [21], [22].
During the last twenty years, thanks to the increasing computational power and the reducing cost of industrial PCs, Model
Predictive Control (MPC) algorithms have been applied to the control of mechatronic systems which exhibit relatively fast
dynamics. The possibility to explicitly include limits and constraints on the output, on the input and on the internal states
of the system has proved to be of utter importance in the control of overhead cranes. For example, constraints can be

imposed on the maximum load oscillation angle, which is directly correlated with the safety hazard of crane movements.
The robustness of MPC techniques on both external disturbances and errors in the model parameters is crucial in an industrial
environment. When compared to other closed-loop techniques, MPC has been proved to be a competitive solution for the
control of overhead cranes [23]. Moreover, the issue of the relatively high computational time, related to the MPC optimization
problem, can be the limitation for the real-time implementation of the method [24].
MPC has been used for the position control of the payload, with the aim of reducing the oscillation angle [25], [26].
Some of the proposed MPC applications consist in the optimal tracking of a reference trajectory computed offline; in [27] a
nonlinear MPC tracks payloads trajectories in a 3D environment. Changes in the length of the cable are addressed by means
of a gain scheduling approach. In [28], [29] payload trajectories are computed by solving an energy consumption reduction
optimal problem; these trajectories are then tracked using an MPC algorithm. A method based on MPC for the tracking of
3D trajectories is presented in [30], where computed torque control is used to compensate the modelled nonlinearities of
the crane.
The problem of point-to-point motions without an assigned trajectory has also been addressed in [31]–[33]. In [31] a
soft constrained MPC approach is proposed and a weight on the sway angle is applied to reduce the residual oscillation.
Constraint substitution is used in [32] to convert the online optimization problem into an unconstrained one and thus reducing
the computational load of the controller. A similar approach is presented in [33], where the constraints on the sway angle
are converted into constraints on the control input. A fast nonlinear MPC based on automatic code generation is proposed
in [34].
While the aforementioned closed-loop techniques focus on position control and are thus appropriate for fully automated
cranes, little has been done regarding the velocity control of Operator-In-the-Loop (OIL) cranes. Indeed, feedback control
with human operated cranes is still an open issue [35]. In fact, while open-loop techniques are well established in the OIL
control of overhead cranes, advances in the design and implementation of efficient closed-loop techniques for the velocity
control of overhead cranes have a strong relevance from a practical perspective, as these strategies would ensure an increased
robustness in the operations with respect to the state-of-the-art open-loop techniques. As a matter of fact, even if the handling
of the payload can always be seen as a point-to-point motion, the human operator only has the possibility of pressing one or
more buttons. However, there is no means of defining the desired final position of the payload a priori. When the button is
pressed, the operator wants the load to reach the steady state velocity and when the button is released the payload shall stop
in minimum time, without residual oscillation and without an excessive position overshoot. This means that the resulting
control problem can be seen as a velocity-step tracking problem.
Motivated by the increasing computational capacity of standard off-the-shelf control components and the decreasing cost
of sensors for feedback controls, in this paper an MPC approach to the problem of OIL overhead cranes control is devised.
The MPC approach has already been applied to the velocity control of overhead cranes in [36], and the performance has
been compared to input shaping techniques. Therein, at every step, the force acting on the cart is calculated by solving an
Optimal Control Problem (OCP) and is given as input to the system. From a practical point of view, a control strategy based
is directly applying a force to the cart presents a few drawbacks. Firstly, standard industrial drives do not always give the
possibility to directly control motors in torque; while most of the drives have the option of defining a feedforward torque
signal, and velocity and position control loops are always available. Secondly, the need of exploiting a linear model for the
optimization problem leads to ignoring the nonlinear friction components (Coulomb friction, viscous friction or temperature
dependent friction [37]) acting on the cart, which can be relevant.
In this paper, a modified approach is proposed. Instead of directly controlling the overhead crane by means of the force
acting on the cart, as proposed in [36], the velocity of the cart is calculated using the output of the MPC controller (that
is, the force acting on the cart) and given as reference to a stiff Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) control loop, which
is therefore in charge of controlling the velocity of the cart. The force acting on the cart, determined by solving the OCP,
is used as a feedforward signal for the velocity loop. This solution leads to improved performance in terms of disturbances
rejection (in particular the disturbance introduced by the presence of unmodelled frictions) and robustness with respect to
model mismatches (e.g., errors in the estimation of the masses of both cart and payload).
Furthermore, the proposed approach allows a simpler implementation in standard industrial drives, according to the practical
considerations exposed above.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II the model of the overhead crane is presented, its dynamics is described
by means of a simple pendulum on a moving cart. Furthermore, in Section III a standard MPC scheme is presented, and an
Optimal Control Problem is therefore defined for the control of the previously described model. In Section IV the proposed
MPC-PID scheme is described, highlighting the practical advantages that this introduces. In Section V simulations results
show the improvement in performance of the proposed scheme with respect to the standard MPC approach. Finally, Section
VI concludes the paper.

Fig. 1: Scheme of an overhead crane seen as a simple pendulum connected to a sliding cart.

II. M ODEL OF THE OVERHEAD CRANE
An overhead crane can be schematized as a simple pendulum swinging on a sliding moving cart, as shown in Figure 1.
The symbols refer to:
u : force applied to the cart;
mC : mass of the cart;
CC : viscous friction coefficient of the cart;
θ : angle between the vertical and the cable (between cart and payload);
C p : viscous friction coefficient of the cable;
l : length of the cable;
m p : mass of the payload.
With the approximations of a massless inflexible rod and small oscillation angles, a linear model of the crane can be
described by the following linear differential equations [36]:

(m p + mC ) ẍ + m p l θ̈ +CC ẋ = u
(1)
C
m p ẍ + m p l θ̈ + p θ̇ + m p g θ = 0
l
T
Defining the state vector as xss := x, ẋ, θ , θ̇
and considering the payload velocity as the output, a state-space description
of the system can be obtained as:
(
ẋss (t) = Axss (t) + Bu(t)
(2)
y(t) = Cxss (t)
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Moreover, an industrial overhead crane is usually subject to hardware and software limitations, nominally the maximum
and minimum force that can be applied to the cart (umax and umin respectively), and the maximum and minimum velocity
of the cart (ẋmax and ẋmin respectively).
III. M ODEL P REDICTIVE C ONTROL FOR OIL CRANES
As a first approximation, in OIL cranes the operator can drive the payload by means of two buttons: one for the forward
movement and one for the backward one. The desired velocity reference w1 can be expressed as:


 α if forward button is pressed,
(6)
w1 := −α if backward button is pressed,


0 if no button is pressed,
where α ∈ R+ is the desired translational velocity of the payload.
In MPC the optimal input vector (along a given control horizon NC ∈ N) is calculated at each control cycle by solving
an OCP over a predictive horizon NP ∈ N. The control strategy proposed in [36] define the cost function to be minimized
in the OCP as a weighted sum of three terms: i) the payload velocity response; ii) the sway angular velocity; and iii) the
control effort. Defining the input vector U := {ū1 , . . . , ūNc }, the optimal control sequence at time k can be computed as:
2
P
U = argmin ∑Ni=1
y(k + i) k − w1 +
u
2
2
NC −1
P
+ λ1 ∑Ni=1
u(k + i)
(7)
θ̇ (k + i) k + λu ∑i=0
subject to:
umin ≤ u(k + i) ≤ umax
ẋmin ≤ ẋ(k + i) k ≤ ẋmax

∀i ∈ 1, . . . , NC − 1

(8)

∀i ∈ 1, . . . , NP

(9)

where λ1 ∈ R+ is the weight on the angular velocity of the swaying load, λu ∈ R+ is the weight on the control action, and
y(k + i) k , θ̇ (k + i) k , and ẋ(k + i) k are the predictions of y, θ̇ , and ẋ at time k, which are derived from the system matrices
A, B, and C, as typical of linear MPC [38]. The first value of the control vector is then given as input to the system (i.e.,
u(k) = u(1)) and at the following control time instant the procedure is repeated. This control strategy is sketched in Figure
2.

Fig. 2: Standard MPC control scheme.

IV. MPC-PID APPROACH
The alternative control scheme proposed in this paper is shown in Figure 3.
The overhead crane model described by (2) is linear and, obviously, it is an approximation of the real system. This linear
model has been used mainly for two reasons: its good level of approximation for small oscillation angles, and the possibility
to apply linear MPC strategies as the one exposed in Section III. However, the presence of unmodelled dynamics (e.g.,
the Coulomb friction of the cart) and modelling errors (e.g. errors in the estimation of the mass of both cart and payload)
decreases the effectiveness of the standard linear MPC approach. An alternative control scheme is therefore proposed. The
idea behind this scheme is that a stiff PID control of the cart velocity can tackle the above-mentioned issues. Therefore, an
outer MPC controller is in charge of calculating the optimal cart velocity reference signal ẋ¯, which has to be followed by
the PID inner-loop. Such velocity reference can be computed as the cart velocity predicted at time k + 1 by applying the
optimal control action u(k) = ū1 computed the OCP defined in (7).
In order to increase the performance of the control loop, the optimal force value u1 is provided as a feedforward signal
to the system. Therefore, the PID controller is tuned for disturbance rejection, as its task is to compensate for model
uncertainties, external disturbances, and nonlinearities.
It is worth stressing that the use of a PID controller has a strong practical advantage with respect to the standard MPC
approach shown in Figure 2. As a matter of fact, off-the-shelf industrial drives do not usually give the possibility to control
the motors by directly providing a value to the motor torque, so that a scheme like the one shown in Figure 2 could not
be exploitable in practice. Furthermore, standard industrial drives give the user the possibility to tune position and velocity
loops, and most of them have an optional torque feedforward signal, making the present approach readily implementable.

Fig. 3: Proposed MPC-PID control scheme.

V. S IMULATIONS RESULTS
The effectiveness of the MPC-PID control scheme is evaluated in a comparison test. Both the methodologies (the standard
MPC [36] and the proposed MPC-PID approach) have been applied on a nonlinear model of an overhead crane in Simulink,
built with the Simscape Multibody environment.
The parameters used for the linear model implemented on the MPC controller are listed in Table I.
TABLE I: Parameters of the model used in simulations.
Parameter

Value

mC
CC
Cp
l
mp

38[kg]
20[Ns/m]
0.1[Nms/rad]
1.5[m]
10[kg]

The cart velocity and force limits are set equal to
ẋmax = −ẋmin = 1.2 [m/s]

(10)

umax = −umin = 1000 [N]

(11)

while the weighting parameters of the OCP (7) are set equal to λ1 = 5.0 · 10−4 , λu = 3.0 · 10−6 . The velocity setpoint w1
is set equal to α = 1.0 [m/s] when the command button is pressed. The MPC controller sampling period has been set equal
to TSMPC = 0.024 [s] with a prediction horizon of NP = 30 and a control horizon of NC = 5. The chosen sampling period is
actually reasonable in case of an MPC algorithm directly employed in industrial controllers. The discrete PID controller has
a sampling period of TSPID = 0.001 [s], a proportional gain K p = 1800, an integral time constant Ti = 0.2778 [s], a derivative
time constant Td = 0.0056 [s] and a filtering coefficient N = 20. The PID parameters have been obtained through trial and
error.
In order to include uncertainties in the model parameters, the nonlinear model implemented in Simulink has the same
parameters of Table I except for the mass of the cart and the friction coefficient acting on the cart, which are set equal to
mCR = 49.4 [kg] and CCR = 10 [Ns/m]. Moreover, a Coulomb friction has been added on the cart, with a value of C0 = 150
[N].
During the simulation, at time t = 1 [s] the button is pressed, and, then, at time t = 6 [s] the button is released, resulting
in the velocity reference shown in Figure 4.
In Figure 6 the load velocities resulting from the application of the standard MPC scheme and the proposed MPC-PID
scheme are compared. It can be seen that the performance, in terms of oscillations around the set-point value, of the MPCPID control scheme are improved mainly due to the increased robustness with respect to the introduced errors in the cart
mass and friction. Moreover, also the disturbance on the force acting on the cart is rejected with a faster dynamics.
In addition, the proposed scheme guarantees reduced residual oscillation with respect to the standard MPC approach (see
Figure 7). It has to be highlighted that, due to the relevant Coulomb friction inserted in the model, residual oscillation are
still present in both cases.
The improved performance of the proposed method can be observed also by analyzing Figure 8 where the velocity of the
cart is shown for both the schemes. The residual oscillation of the cart is reduced thanks to the cart velocity PID controller.
In Figure 9 the force acting on the cart deriving by the control algorithms is shown (the force calculated by the MPC
in one case, the sum of the feedforward force calculated by the MPC and the output of the PID in the other). The values
of the two forces are comparable. The main difference can be identified in the fact that the PID has a sampling period of
0.001 [s], while, due to the computational complexity of the OCP, the MPC updates the force every 0.024 [s]. Moreover, at
time t = 9 [s] a constant positive disturbance of 500 [N] is added on the force acting on the cart (see Figure 5).
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The velocity reference w1 is the yellow dash-dot line.
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VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a practical MPC-PID approach has been proposed for the velocity control of operator-in-the-loop overhead
cranes. The proposed method has been proved to effectively improve the performance with respect to the standard MPC
scheme proposed in [36], in terms of reduced oscillation during the movement and reduced residual oscillation in case of
mismatches in the model parameters (mass of the cart, friction, nonlinearities). Future works will focus on the implementation
of the proposed technique on an industrial overhead crane, proving the feasibility of the proposed scheme with industrial
off-the-shelf components. Moreover, the problem of the residual oscillation due to the presence of Coulomb friction has to
be addressed for the proposed scheme to be an efficient alternative to the state of the art techniques.
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